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Our next exhibition in short:
„THAT‘S MY WORLD“
AWARDWINNING PHOTOGRAPHERS @ AW-GALERIE

MARCH, 5th TO APRIL, 23rd 2022
APFELWEINGALERIE FRANKFURT
Kleinmarkthalle
Eingang West vom Liebfrauenberg
Hasengasse 5-7
60311 Frankfurt am Main
We better stay home - but pictures may travel.
Award-winning photography from five continents is coming to Frankfurt Main
to participate in our next exhibition:
THAT‘S MY WORLD at APFELWEINGALERIE FRANKFURT.
In close cooperation with TAGREE.DE the online magazine for photography and
art we were able to invite a selection of international photographers to contribute their view of their world to our exhibition (not focused on documenting
the pandemic).
The exhibition opens March 5th and will be on display until April 23rd.
The works shown are limited editions of giclée prints on Hahnemühle FineArt
PhotoRag paper.
APFELWEINGALERIE (aw-galerie.com) has a focus on contemporary photography. The white-cube exhibition space is located in the middle of the city, in the
entrance area of Kleinmarkthalle Frankfurt.
Please find list of pictures and artists attached.
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FACTS ABOUT APFELWEINGALERIE
Since October 2020, APFELWEINGALERIE FRANKFURT complements the Frankfurt gallery scene with a low-threshold offer in the field of contemporary photography.
In our exhibitions we bring back photography from digital data to analog reality.
And as the name suggests, the small gallery also enriches its location - Kleinmarkthalle Frankfurt (Frankfurt markethall) - with a noteworthy range of regional
ciders.
CREATIVE DIRECTOR MARTIN SCHITTO, who spent many years of his professional life in advertising, decided in 2019 „to do something completely different“, left
his advertising agency and reoriented himself (towards photography).
His connection to Kleinmarkthalle is manifold, including being the creator of the
Instagram account @kleinmarkthalle.ffm with almost 2500 followers. He is
married, has two grown-up daughters and works as a photographer, curator and
gallery owner in Frankfurt.
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